
IntrodutionDynamial proesses of phase separation and related spatial pattern formation are har-ateristi for many two omponent (binary) systems in whih phase separation an beindued by rapid ooling (�quik quenhing�) the system. Thus, if a two omponent sys-tem whih is spatially uniform at temperature T1 is rapidly ooled to a seond su�ientlylower temperature T2, then the ooled system will separate itself out into regions of higherand lower onentrations. A standard desription of suh systems an be obtained byenergy minimization arguments. The laim would be that there exists some ritial tem-perature Tcrit, so that for T > Tcrit the appropriate thermodynamial quantity, the freeenergy, is single welled whereas for T < Tcrit the free energy is double welled. A system ofaverage onentration uav whih was spatially uniform at temperature T1, when ooled totemperature T2 would �nd it energetially preferrable to subdivide itself into two systems,one at onentartion u1 and one at onentration u2, where u1+u2 = 1. The time evolutionof this subdivision is usually desribed by the lassial Cahn-Hillard model [7℄. Meanwhilethere are two big types of Cahn-Hillard equations, whereas every type also has varioustypes of generalizations. The loal or standard Cahn-Hillard equations belong to the �rstgroup whereas the nonloal Cahn-Hillard equations belong to the seond one. They haveall in ommon that the starting point of their derivation is to establish the orrespondingfree energy funtional.This work is devoted to a nonloal visous Cahn-Hillard model. It is devided intosix hapters. We start by introduing the di�erent existing models, whih desribe phaseseparation. After establishing the orresponding free energy funtional for every model,we derive the Cahn-Hillard equations. In Chapter 1.1 this is done for the standard Cahn-Hillard equation and the visous Cahn-Hillard equation, whih is a ommon generalizationof the standard one. Both of these equations have been studied intensively sine thepaper of Cahn and Hillard [7℄. In Chapter 1.2 we introdue the nonloal Cahn-Hillardmodel, whih is based on a nonloal free energy funtional (1.10). We derive the newnonloal visous Cahn-Hillard equation, whih we investigate mathematially in this work.In Chapter 2 we establish the mathematial problem. We formulate two Theorems, whihwe prove in the following Chapters 3 and 4. Our Theorems ensure the existene anduniqueness of a solution to the nonloal visous Cahn-Hillard equation under di�erentregularity onditions on the given data. To prove existene we start in Chapter 3 and 4with a speial regularization of the nonlinearity and a trunation of the nonloal term.For the regularized equation we prove existene via a semidisrete sheme together withiii



iv INTRODUCTIONShauder's �xed-point method. To get the existene for the original problem we establisha priori estimates, whih are uniform with respet to the regularization parameter. InChapter 5 we prove a speial regularity result by Moser iteration in the form of Alikakos(see [3℄). The regularity result ensures that the onentration of the system relies stritlybetween zero and one (0 < u < 1), provided this is true for the initial onentration. Thekey role in our proof plays a speial hoie of a testfuntion, whih allows us to analyzethe behaviour of solutions u on subsets of the domain of de�nition of u. In hapter 6we study the longtime behaviour by using the energy estimate. We are able to prove theonvergene of the solution trajetory to an equilibrium point. But, aordingly to thefat that equilibrium points annot expeted to be unique, this onvergene is shown onlyalong subsequenes.To onlude the introdution let us mention some literature in this �eld from whihwe started our work. There is the main artile [15℄ by Gajewski and Zaharias where thenonloal phase separation problem without visosity is disussed. Then there is the workof Griepentrog [19℄, whih however deals with multiomponent nonloal phase separation.Aknowledgments: This work has been arried out at Weierstrass Institute for Ap-plied Analysis and Stohastis in the working group of Prof. Hömberg. I would like tothank him for his support and for providing a stimulating sienti� environment. My spe-ial thank goes to Prof. H. Gajewski for introduing me into the �eld of phase separation,his ontinous support and for his immense patiene in supervising my thesis. Last but notleast I thank my parents for their in�nite love.


